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   Throughout, R will represent a ring with center C. Let N be the set of

nilpotents in R, and E the set of Jdempotents in R. If E is contained in C, R is said

to be normal. It is vLJell l<nown that R is normal if and only if [E,N]==O (resp.

[E, E] -O).

   Let n be a positive integer, and consider the following property:

   (*). (x+x2+e..+x'i)(")(=(1+x+x2+.･.+x'i)"-1) ==O for all xER.

If 2R==O then (':)2 becomes (x+x2)2(--x2+x`)---O. In [2], R is called a generalized

Boolean-like ring if 2R=:O and (x+x2)(y+y2)=O for all x, yE.l?. According to [2,

Theorem 2], a ring with 2R==O is a generalized Boolean-like ring if and on!y if N

is an ideal with N2::::O and R/N is a Boolean ring.

   The present objective is to generalize [2, Theorems 3 and 4]' as follows:

   Tkeorem 1. Sultitbose that 2R=O and R satisy7es lhePolynomial t'dentity (x"x2)2=O.

Then the follozving are equit)alent:

   1) R is commutative.

   2) E is an additive subsemigromp of R.

   3) E is a subring of R.

   4) [E,IV]=O.

   5) N is central.

   6) Every element of R can be ztniquely wriltten as the sum ofan element in E and

an element in N.

   In preparation for proving the theorem, we state four lemmas. First, we quote

[1, Lemma 3].

   Lemma 1. ILIfR satisfies (")2k and 2aR=O, then N is an ideal and R/N is a

Boolean ring

   Corollary 1 (cf. [2, Theorem 2]). SmpPose that 2R=O. IllC R satisfies the Poly-

nomial identity (x+x2)2=O, then N is a comniutative nil ideal of bounded index 2 and

R/N is a Boolean ring (and conversely).

   Lemma 2. SuPPose that 2aR:=O. if E is an additive subsemignmp of R, then R
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is normal and E is a Boolean ringi

   Proof. We claim first that E is a group. In fact, if eEE then 2eEEAN=O,

and therefore -e:=eGE. Moreover, for any xER we have e-Yex(1-e)EE, and

therefore ex(1-e)EEnN::=O, namely ex==exe. Similarly, xe:=:exe. Hence, Ris normal

and E is a Boolean ring.

   LeTnma 3. SuPPose that N is an ideal and R/N is a Boolean ring. Then the

following are equivalent:

    1) R is commutative.

   2) R is normal and N is commutative.

   3) [E,N]=O and N is commutative.

   4) N is central.

   Preof. As is well known, every idempotent of R/N can be lifted to an idem-

potent of R. Thus, every element of R is the sum of an element in E and an

element in N, and the equivalence of i) - 4) is almost clear.

   Lemma 4. SuPPose that N is commutative and every element of R can be ztniquely

written as the sum of an element in E and an ele7nent in N. Then R is commutative.

   Proof. Given eEE and xER, we have e+ex(1-e)EE and e÷(1-e)xeGE.
Hence, by the uniqueness, ex(1-e)=O=::(1-e)xe, namely ex=exe::=xe. This proves

that R is normal, and therefore R is commutative

   We are now ready to complete the proof of our theorem.

   Proof of Theorem 1. According to Corollary 1, N is a commutative ideai and

R/N is a Boolean ring. Obviously, 1), 4) and 5) are equivalent by Lemma 3, and

1), 2) and 3) are so by Lemmas 2 and 3. Finally, if R is commutative, then E is

a Boolean ring and R=EON (grouptheoretic direct sum). Hence, 1) and 6) are

equivalent by Lemma 4.
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